
 
 

Methodology of Team Formation 
 

 Strength of the team = 7 Players from 4 categories  

 The pool of players is 70 

 They are divided into 4 categories based on their skill, consistency & temperament 

A (-115 to -175) x 10 Players 

B (-50 to -110) x 20 Players 

C (-25 to -45) x 20 Players 

D (-20 to -10) x 20 Players 

 Categories B, C & D will be further sub-divided in 2 categories of B1 & B2, respectively 

 This is done to ensure that each team has a balance of players & the better players in each category 

are evenly allocated in each team 

 The Team quorum of each team will be: 

A x 1 Player 

B1 x 1 Player & B2 x 1 Player 

C1 x 1 Player & C2 x I Player 

D1 x 1 Player & D2 x 1 Player 

Total 7 Players 

 

Methodology of Team Formation 

 Every Team Owners’ name shall be written on a chit & put in a pot 

 The names picked from 1 to 10 will decide the hierarchy of the owners’ turn of picking their colour. 

 Same methodology will be used for each category of players  

 Upon colour choosing & team formation, we will repeat this process to give the teams a final number 

which will decide their draw & venues of play 

 

Right of Rejection (RR): 

 Each Team Owner has maximum 3 rights of rejection 

 Players from category A cannot be rejected  

 RR can be used just once in the remaining three categories 

 RR can be used just once in category B, C & D & cannot be carried forwarded if unused  

 The cost of each RR is Rs. 2000/- & is optional 

 

Modus Operandi of RR: 

 The Owner cannot reveal the player he wishes to reject 

 He can hold on to this player & by exercising his RR, he can pick another player from the pot 

 He has the option of choosing between these 2 picks & putting back the other in the pot 

 If any players name is revealed during this process, then he will be liable to pay the RR charges + an 

additional Rs. 2000/- as fine & will have to go with his first pick in that said category 

 Owners are requested & directed to not reveal the names of player/s at any point in time during or 

after this tournament 

 

Please Note: 

 A team can have multiple owners 

 2 players playing in the BPL can also be owners of a team; but that doesn’t imply that both are in 

their team by default. Only one can be a part of that team & the other will have to be available for the 

lucky draw. He can however become a member of that said team if the draw is in his favour. 

 Every Owner must declare their Ownership Structure (singular owner or co-Owner/s)  

 


